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Volume 1- Lam Rim Chen Mo
IV. How to lead students
c. How the student relies on the teacher
1. In particular, training in faith-p80
2. Remembering the teacher’s kindness: being respectful-p83
3. How to rely in practice of the three, practicing in accord with guru’s
instructions-p84
B. The stages of how the students train their minds after relying on teacher
1.An exhortation to take full advantage of a life of leisure and opportunity
4. Identifying the leisure and opportunity-p118
5. Contemplating the great importance of leisures and opportunityp120
6. Contemplating the difficulty of obtaining leisures and
opportunity-p124
2. How to take full advantage of a life of leisure and opportunity
7. How all the scriptures are included within the paths of the 3 types of
person-p130
8. Why students are led in stages using the training of the 3 types of
person-p132
Training the mind in the stages of the path shared with persons of small capacity
i) Developing a state of mind that strives diligently for the sake of future lives
a. Mindfulness of death that you will not remain
9. The faults of not contemplating mindfulness of death-p145
10. The benefits of contemplating mindfulness of death -p146
11. The kind of mindfulness of death you should develop-p147
12. The contemplation the death is certain-p149
13. The contemplation that the time of death in uncertain-p154
14. The contemplation that at the time of death nothing but the
dharma is of help-p158
b. Contemplating what will occur in you future lives (suffering of miserable
realms)
15. Contemplating the suffering of the hells-p162
16. Contemplating the suffering of animals-p169
17. Contemplating the suffering of hungry ghosts-p170
ii) Relying on means for achieving happiness in your next life
a’. Training in going for refuge
18. Causes of going for refuge-p178
19. The reasons why they are worthy to be a refuge-p179
20. Going for refuge by knowing the good qualities-p181
21. Once you have gone for refuge, the precepts-p192
b’. Developing the faith of conviction that is the root of all happiness and certain
goodness
22. The actual way to reflect on karma and its effects in general
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The certainty of karma-p210
The magnification of karma -p211
Not experiencing the effects of actions that you did not do-p214
The actions you have done do not perish-p214
2” The determination of the effects of action
23. Non-virtuous actions and their effects (the actual paths of nonvirtuous actions)-p218
24. Distinctions of weight-p227
25. An exposition of the effects-p236
26. Virtuous actions and their effects-p238
27. A presentation of other classifications-p239
3” How you engage in virtue and turn away from non-virtue
28. In particular, the way of purification through the four powersp251
29. The measure of the attitude of person of small capacity-p261
Training the mind in the stages of the path shared with persons of medium capacity
30. Identifying the mind intent on liberation-p267
1. Reflection on the truth of suffering – the faults of cyclic existence
31. Showing the significance of the Buddha’s asserting the truth of
suffering as the first of the 4 truths-p269
b’ The actual meditation on suffering
32. Reflection on the universal suffering of cyclic existence (3 types)p271
33. Reflection on specific sufferings-p292
2. Reflection on the process of cyclic existence in terms of origin
a" How the affliction arise
34. Identifying the afflictions-p298
35. The order in which the afflictions arise-p300
36. The causes of the afflictions-p301
37. The faults of the afflictions-p301
b" How you thereby accumulate karma
38. Identifying the karma that you accumulate-p303
39. How you accumulate karma-p304
c". How you die and are reborn
40. The mind at death and how you take rebirth- p307-11
b. Reflection from the viewpoint of the 12 links
41. The division into 12 factors-p315
d) Ascertaining the nature of the path to liberation
42. The measure of the determination to be free-p327
43. The certainty of the enumeration of the three trainings-p339
44. The nature of the three trainings-p341
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Training the mind in the stages of the path for persons of great capacity
45. How the mind of enlightenment depends on certain causes to arise-p11
a.The training based on the seven cause and effect personal instructions
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46. Showing that the root of Mahayana path is compassion –p18
47. Training the mind to be intent on others’ welfare-p26
48. Training in the two aspirations – Equanimity-p26
49. Recognition that all being have been your mother-p28
50. Remembering their kindness-p28
51. Cultivating the wish to repay their kindness-p30
52. Loving kindness-p33
53. Compassion-p35
54. Wholehearted Resolve-p39
55. Mind of Enlightenment-p40
b. The trainings based on Santideva
56. Contemplating the benefits of exchanging self and other and faults
of not doing so-42
57. The stages of meditating on how to exchange self and other-p44
IV. How to adopt the mind of enlightenment through its ritual
58. Maintaining and not weakening what you have attained-p63
c.How to learn the bodhisattva deeds after developing the mind of enlightenment .
59. The reason why you must learn the trainings after developing the mind
of enlightenment-p81
1”How to train in bodhisattva deeds in general
a)Training in the perfections that mature the qualities you will have when you become a
Buddha
60. What generosity is-p111
61. What ethics is-p144
62. What patience it-p155
63. What Joyous effort is-p191
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64. In particular, how to train in the last two-p13,15,19
65. Meditative stabilisation and calm abiding-p28
66. Relying on the preconditions-p28
67. How to develop flawless concentration-p33
68. What to do while focusing on an object of meditation-p34
69. Identifying the object of meditation-p35
70. How to focus your mind on it-p47
71. Defining characteristics of laxity and excitementp-58
72. The stages in which the mental states develop-p73
73. A specific presentation of the way to proceed along the mundane
path-p96
Wisdom and Insight
74. Identifying scriptures of provisional and definitive meaning- p112
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